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Abstract: Many animal species express, perceive and share emotions. These abilities have been favoured by natural selection because they allow subjects to respond to various situations in an appropriate way, thus facilitating survival and increasing fitness. The same-face/same-emotion phenomenon is at the basis of sharing feelings and emotions. Recent studies show that this capacity is not unique to humans and that it plays an important role in creating cohesive societies in many different species.
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1. Introduction. In their interesting target article, Chapman & Huffman (2018) deal with a much-disputed issue: are humans unique compared to other animals? The authors present many different criteria that have been used to put human beings on the “golden pedestal” of uniqueness with respect to other animals. Across the years, all the criteria used to create a separation between us and “the others” have failed: humans are not the only animals who are able to use tools or medicines, or able to build complex structures. I would like to introduce a point that builds a bridge between humans and other animals: the ability to experience, express and resonate emotions. All mammals (and perhaps many other non-mammal species, future studies may show) express and perceive emotions. This capacity has adaptive value because it allows subjects to respond to diverse situations in an appropriate way, facilitating survival and increasing fitness (Mendl et al., 2010).

2. Same-Face/Same-Emotion Mechanism. Facial expressions convey information about the motivations and emotions of the producer. Correctly decoding a facial expression can improve the diffusion of social messages which often produce synchronization and group cohesion (Palagi & Scopa, 2017). In our own species, this kind of communication is so pervasive that it often affects rational decisions, opinions, and beliefs (de Waal and Preston, 2017). Rapid facial mimicry (RFM) is a fast (less than 1 s), automatic, congruent response in which subjects involuntarily mimic one another’s facial expressions (Davila-Ross et al., 2008; Palagi et al., 2015; Scopa & Palagi, 2016) (Figure 1). RFM is grounded in the automatic perception-action coupling of sensorimotor information that occurs in motor areas of the brain. While observing a specific facial expression, the observer’s motor activation results in the experience of a matching emotional state. Seeing a
facial expression activates sub-cortical brain areas, such as limbic structures, which are active both when the subject feels an emotion, and when the subject observes the same emotion in the facial expression of others (emotional resonance). Hence, same face, same emotion.

Figure 1: Rapid facial mimicry (RFM) between a juvenile and an infant gelada baboon (*Theropithecus gelada*) during a play-fighting session. Those sessions punctuated by RFM last longer than those with only play faces but no RFM. (Photo: Elisabetta Palagi)

3. Importance of Emotional Sharing in Forming Cohesive Societies. In humans, RFM is thought to be important in connecting two individuals emotionally. Its importance in fostering social bonds between people, together with observations of consolation and support in non-human animals (Clay et al., 2018), was what had led to the hunch that RFM may not be unique to human beings. The first evidence came from Davila-Ross and coworkers (2008), who reported that orang-utans (*Pongo pygmaeus*) replicate the play face of their playmates in a very fast (<1 s) and automatic way. Such responses are thought to be homologous with smiling contagion in humans. Play is a widespread behaviour, punctuated by specific facial expressions which are homologous across mammals (e.g., play faces). Play generates a positive mood, creating the basis for strong social relationships (Palagi, 2018). Play is hence a very fertile domain for comparative studies on the capacity to share emotions.

Since 2008, there have been many other studies of whether RFM is present during playful contacts not only in primates (*Pan troglodytes* and *Gorilla gorilla*, Palagi et al., 2018; *Theropithecus gelada*, Mancini et al., 2013; *Macaca* spp., Scopa & Palagi, 2016) but also in other mammals (*Canis lupus familiaris*, Palagi et al., 2015). RFM has been found in all the species living in tolerant societies. Its distribution follows the empathic gradient observed in humans. The higher the familiarity of the interacting subjects, the higher the frequency of RFM. In primates as well as dogs, the RFM leads to longer interactions, suggesting it has a direct influence on the emotional and motor synchronization between the players. If emotional sharing provides such valuable benefits in shaping complex societies, why should it have been naturally selected only in our own species?
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